Corinna Cortes (http://bit. ly/18I9RTK) and Neil Lawrence (http:// bit.ly/1zy3Hjs) ran the NIPS experiment (http://bit.ly/1HNbXRT), in which onetenth of papers submitted to the Neural Information Processing Systems Foundation (NIPS, http://nips.cc/) went through the NIPS review process twice, and the accept/reject decision was compared. This was a great experiment, so kudos to NIPS for being willing to do it and to Corinna and Neil for doing it.
The 26% disagreement rate presented at the NIPS conference (http://bit. ly/18Iaj4r) understates the meaning in my opinion, given the 22% acceptance rate. The immediate implication is that one-half to two-thirds of papers accepted at NIPS would have been rejected if reviewed a second time. For analysis details and discussion about that, see http://bit.ly/1uRCqCF. Let us give P (reject in 2nd review | accept 1st review) a name: arbitrariness. For NIPS 2014, arbitrariness was ~60%. Given such a stark number, the primary question is "what does it mean?" Does it mean there is no signal in the accept/reject decision? Clearly not-a purely random decision would have arbitrariness of ~78%. It is, however, notable that 60% is closer to 78% than 0%.
Does it mean the NIPS accept/reject decision is unfair? Not necessarily. If a pure random number generator made the accept/reject decision, it would be 'fair' in the same sense that a lottery is fair, and have an arbitrariness of ˜7 8%.
Does it mean the NIPS accept/reject decision could be unfair? The numbers make no judgment here. It is a natural fallacy to imagine random judgments derived from people imply unfairness, so I would encourage people to withhold judgment on this question for now.
Is arbitrariness of 0% the goal? Achieving 0% arbitrariness is easy: choose all papers with an md5sum that ends in 00 (in binary). Clearly, Google is trying to help; it started a pilot program to offer grants to schools with innovative ideas to manage booming enrollment without sacrificing diversity (http://bit.ly/16b292F). One reason to put more computer science into schools is the need for computing workers (http://bit.ly/1DxYbN3). What happens if kids get engaged by activities like the Hour of Code, then cannot get into undergraduate CS classes? The linkage between computing in schools and a well-prepared workforce will be broken. It is ironic our efforts to diversify computing may be getting broken by too many kids being sold on the value of computing! It is great students see the value of computing. Now, we have to figure out how to meet the demand-without sacrificing our efforts to increase diversity. What does it mean? In the end, I think it means two things of real importance.
1. The result of the process is mostly arbitrary. As an author, I found rejects of good papers hard to swallow, especially when reviews were nonsensical. Learning to accept the process has a strong element of arbitrariness helped me deal with that. Now there is proof, so new authors need not be so discouraged.
2. The Conference Management Toolkit (http://bit.ly/16n3WCL) has a tool to measure arbitrariness that can be used by other conferences. Joelle Pineau and I changed ICML 2012 (http://bit. ly/1wZiZaW) in various ways. Many of these appeared beneficial and some stuck, but others did not. In the long run, it is things that stick that matter. Being able to measure the review process in a more powerful way might be beneficial in getting good practices to stick.
You can see related commentary by Lance Fortnow (http://bit.ly/1HNfPm7), Bert Huang (http://bit.ly/1DpGf6L), and Yisong Yue (http://bit.ly/1zNvoqb). Computing educators have been working hard at figuring out how to make sure students succeed in computer science classes-with measurable success. The best paper award for the 2013 SIGCSE Symposium went to a paper on how a combination of pair programming, peer instruction, and curriculum change led to dramatic improvements in retention (http://bit.ly/1EB9mIe). The chairs award for the 2013 ICER Conference went to a paper describing how Media Computation positively impacted retention in multiple institutions over a 10-year period (http://bit.ly/1AkpH2x). The best paper award at ITICSE 2014 was a metaanalysis of papers exploring approaches to lower failure rates in CS undergraduate classes (http://bit.ly/1zNrvBH).
Mark Guzdial
How things have changed! Few CS departments in the U.S. are worried about retention right now; instead, they are looking for ways to manage rising enrollment threatening to undermine efforts to increase diversity in CS education.
Enrollments in computer science are skyrocketing. Ed Lazowska and Eric Roberts sounded the alarm at the NCWIT summit last May, showing rising enrollments at several institutions (see http:// tcrn.ch/1zxUho2 and charts at right). Indiana University's undergraduate computing and informatics enrollment has tripled in the last seven years (http://bit. ly/1EBaX0K). At the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech), our previous maximum number of undergraduates in computing was 1,539 set in 2001. As of fall 2014, we have 1,665 undergraduates.
What do we do? One thing we might do is hire more faculty, and some schools are doing that. There were over 250 job ads for CS faculty in a recent month. I do not know if there are enough CS Ph.D.'s looking for jobs to meet this kind of growth in demand for our courses.
Many schools are putting the brakes on enrollment. Georgia Tech is limiting transfers into the CS major and minor. The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is implementing caps. The University of California at Berkeley has a minimum GPA requirement to transfer into computer science.
We have been down this road before. In the 1980s when enrollment spiked, a variety of mechanisms were put into place to limit enrollment (http://bit. ly/1KkZ9hB). If there were too few seats available in our classes, we wanted to save those for the "best and brightest." From that perspective, a minimum GPA requirement made sense. From a diversity perspective, it did not.
Even today, white and Asian males are more likely to have access to Advanced Placement Computer Science and other pre-college computing opportunities. Who is going to do better in the intro course: the female student trying out programming for the first time, or the male student who has already programmed in Java? Our efforts to increase the diversity of computing education are likely to be undermined by efforts to manage rising enrollment. Students who get shut out by such limits are most often in demographic groups underrepresented in computer science.
When swamped by overwhelming numbers, retention is not your first
